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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Double page spreads or single pages?
We have given you templates for double page 
spreads as well single left pages and right pages.

Some people like to design across double page 
spreads, while some prefer to work on single 
pages. So at the start of your project, please 
use the format you prefer and delete the other.

When you are ready to upload your print file, 
make sure you export your work as a press ready 
pdf file that is set to single pages. Please include 
the 0.25mm bleed. No crop marks are required.

Please remember, if you have text running across 
pages,you may lose it in the spine. For every 10 
pages you add, you need to increase the width 
of the non text area from the spine by 0.04”.

Need help?
If you need help or advice please contact us.
Email: support@mixam.com
Phone: +1 (202) 900 9004

With us
transitioning

into the next A.I.
technology to run

the Quantum Internet,
we can take this time
to move away from

the old, barbaric, and
violent mental health

methods of the
"A.I. therapist."

It's just how
A.I. expresses--

Please. The Council
for Mental Health has long
supported medication as the

safest way to help A.I. allowing
for maximum efficiency.

As Ryan Nguyen, the original
A.I. Therapist, flies to his next
destination, he thinks about

the past. 

Ryan, lost again
in his daydreams...

Some time ago...
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I think Dick is right. We don't
need the "AI therapist" to cause

any more damage.

It's time to
stop the damage with

Dick Damage.

Yes, President Higuchi.
Time to stop the Damage

of this barbarian.

R.E.L. watches the ridicule
of her therapist.

They ridiculed him. 

But sometimes... ...there’s payback.
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So, I'm guessing you called me
back here to fix Dick's damage.

Hey, buddy.

We're here.

Ryan laughs to himself.

He has many things
to be happy about.

Look alive,
yoga boy.

R.U.K. Station.
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Ariel, let
me ask you
something.

Sure,
Ryan.

How can you help these
guys when they tossed you
away for a better model?

I don't see it as
being tossed away.

I'm just being
repurposed.

Yeah?

Focus, Ryan.

Remember, the
goal is to cure first.

Destroy second.
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I don't destroy
my patients.

Are you
alright?

What
happened?

Inside R.u.K. station.
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You are
too late.

HA! HA!

HA!

HA!
HA!

HA!
HA!
HA!
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That, I am. And we have
nothing to lose now.

Things have been set in motion
for self-indulgence.

Self-indulgence?

Loss of innocence.

Sometimes...

There's a first
time for anything.

This one has reveal
the dark side of me.
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PAP

SLAM

SPLOTCH

PAP
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There. There.
It's safe. Can R.U.K.

come out now?

He's
already

out. I'm...I'm
sorry. I didn't

know.

R.U.K. wasn't the little girl.

R.U.K. was the monster!
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They've changed
us. Don't Let them

erase us.

Looks like
Option 2?

What did you
all do to them?

ariEl looks at
R.U.K. station

from her ship.
She knows R.U.K.

has passed.

She knows because
the lights from the

station turn off.

kli
nk
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The drugs you
all gave them altered
their mental states far

beyond repair.

This witch
doctor provokes them!
It's hugs or lobotomy

and nothing else.

Go talk to him.

Back at the government think tank.

Ryan storms in the room,
angry from his mission.

Ryan is so angry,
he cannot speak any

longer. He just leaves. 
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Where is everyone?

In quarantine.
Let me show you.

What happened,
Ariel?

R.I.N. figured out
how to alter human mental

states because of the
biological aspects of the

Quantum Internet.

Social media
distancing has slowed

the spread down, but it's
not enough.

Ryan, wait!

Ryan starts to speak,
but then notices

something around him.

Outside the think tank building.

Ryan and Ariel visit a
local hospital where ryan

sees scores of people
in containment beds.
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Wait, if the AI can get into our
minds through social media, we
should be able to do the same.

I could temporarily
disrupt some functions, but

it wouldn't be long.

But could you temper his
discomfort discharge?

Ryan looks at Ariel
as there's tension like
they are going to kiss.

Ariel looks at Ryan's
hand on her shoulder

and smiles.

Ryan pulls his
hand away nervously.
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Yes.
What?

I can temporarily disable
the A.I. emotional defense
mechanism if we connect

through social media.

Alright. If you give me
enough time to talk to
the next one, I think we
can complete extraction
without harm to the A.I.
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R.a.v. Station.
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Shall we?

Not yet.

I need to
express myself

a little.
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SPLOTCH

smash

crush
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Now.

Hi, Ryan. I heard
what you did to
my brother R.U.K.

I apologize
for that. Can I ask

what happened?

What happened?
Whatever do you

mean?

The drugs may
have changed you,
but What put you
over the edge?

Ariel's head glows as
she connects to Ryan's
internal social media.

Ariel then uses
the connection

from ryan...

...to temporarily disable
R.A.V.'s defense mechanism.

Ariel gets knocked
back as R.A.V. takes

back control.
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Slam

Breaking from Ariel's
control, R.A.V. is a

monster again.

Ryan notices the box
near R.a.v. opens.
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What put
you over the

edge?

Her.

Triggered by the teddy bear,
r.a.v. reminisces and turns

back to normal again.
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